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The Completeness
of Our Facilities—
OFFICERS

E. J. Phelps,
President
M. J. Bigelow,
Vice President
W. L. Otis,
Vice President
H. Den Bleyker,
Cashier
L. M. Phelps,
Ass't Cashier
DIRECTORS

H. B. Osborne

M. J. Bigelow

Combined With Our
Desire to Meet
Every legitimate demand of depositors insures service
that is satisfactory, even to the smallest detail.
We take pleasure in extending to our customers

W. B. Milham
W. L. Otis
H. H. Everard
A. S. White

every courtesy permissible under sound banking pro

J. Den Bleyker
E. J. Phelps
J. T. Upjohn
E. B. Desenberg
F. B. Lay

Accounts of individuals, firms and corporations are
invited. Our officers may be freely consulted at any

cedure.

time relative to banking matters.

Kalamazoo National Bank
In the Big Building

|Wk$ mb JfttiraraJb
l.y

L. H. WOOD
of the Department of Geography, Western State Normal School.

A 32-page pamphlet especially designed to
meet the needs of teachers of physical geog

raphy in high schools. Practical and usable

Price twenty-five cents, post paid
Address Kalamazoo Normal Record.
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Choice Books for

School Libraries &Supplementary Reading
Some of the more recent titles are

Guerber's Story of Modern France
Guerber's Story of Old France
-

-

Foot and Skinner's Makers and Defenders of Amerka -

Baldwin's Don Quixote for Young People
Gilmore's Birds through the Year - - - - Baldwin's Stories of the King
______
Farmer's Nature Myths of Many Lands -

65c
65c
60c
50c
50c
50c
45c

Lucia's Stories of American Discoveries for Little Americans 40c
Otis Colonial Series
Mary of Plymouth
Ruth of Boston

Peter of New Amsterdam 1 T^n „U

Richard of Jamestown
Stephen of Philadelphia

35c

Calvert of Maryland/ J-"1C11

If you are interested in good books for School Library and Supplementary Reading, let us send you
an illustrated pamphlet describing 228 volumes of our own publication—books prepared expressly for that
purpose.

Free on request.

New York

American Book Company

Cincinnati

Chicago

521-531 Wabash Avenue, Chicago
Alumni Notes

ing, mechanical drawing and athletics

Mrs. Emma Edwards, life certificate
1908, taught the first year after gradu
ation in Cassopolis and is now pursuing
literary work in that place.
Miss Anna Sonke who completed the
life certificate course in 1908 is teach

in the Benton Harbor schools.
Extension Alumni.
1907.

Miss Maude Davis of this year's class

ing in the sixth grade at Bellaire, Michi

is teaching in the Kalamazoo schools
and pursuing work toward a life certi

gan.

ficate at the Normal.

George Sievers, life manual training
1906, has charge of athletics in AVenatchee, Washington, this year.

Miss Ella Grable, life 1907, has rec
ently accepted a position in the public
schools of Detroit.

Miss Ruth Putnam of the

1908 is.teaching a rural

class

school

of

near

Oshtemo.

Miss Clara Grant, life 1909, is spend
ing the winter with relatives in Fresno,
California.

Miss Ida M. Shaffer, life domestic
science and art 1909, has recently ac
cepted a position in Englewood, New
Jersey for part work during her course
at Teachers' College.
Wayne B. McClintock, manual train
ing 1909, has charge of manual train

Miss Carrie Dix still holds a position
in the grades of the city schools.
Leo L. Eddy of the 1907 extension
class, is assisting in the department of
mathematics at Western Normal

this

year and working toward a life certific
ate.

Don B. Jewell occupies the chair of

agriculture in the Normal at Athens,
Georgia this year.

Miss Grace Norton still holds the po
sition of director of the

Van

Buren

County Normal.
Miss Zoe Shaw returned to the Nor

mal for a life certificate and last year
studied at Teacher's College, returning
to Kalamazoo as primary supervisor
this year.
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'AND GAS

"AND GAS
STOVES TOO"

STOVES TOO"

Direct to Y(HT
TRADE

HARK

REGISTERED

Independent money saving

Stove Buyers
can save from $5.00 to #40.00 if they

Buy direct from our factory
We sell for Cash

or on the Easy Factory Credit Terms
Send for our free Catalogue No. 1006
or if Gas Stove is wanted Catalogue No. 1005
We make only one grade—the highest

Kalamazoo Stove Gompany
Kalamazoo Radiant Hard Coal

KalamaZOO

Manufacturers

Michigan

Base Burning Double Heater

STUDENTS'

LOOSE

LEAF

NOTE BOOKS

W. M. Bryant
Has removed to

Full cloth bound covers,

celebrated "I-P" patent ZL I If*

ring back mechanism - ^*- ^-* *-*
Ruled Fillers, only 10c

109 S. Burdick St.

Everything new in
Agents for the

Keuffel & Esser Go's

Drawing Instruments

Papers and Supplies

Ihling Bros.-Everard Co.
Stationers

233-9 E. Main Street

Footwear and
Travelers' Goods

W. M. Bryant
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EVERY EFFORT
Will be made by us to better our service, improve our stock and increase our business in

1911 OVER 1910
and that will certainly be going some.

OUR FACILITIES
at the present time are much better than at the same period a year ago, which we consider
a good beginning.

Many who have become accustomed to the magnitude of our store do not fully
realize the many advantages it offers.

A^Visit to the best hardware stores in the other cities of even much greater popu
lation would tell the story.
Among those who have had the opportunity to make com
parisons our reputation is nation wide.

With Us no order is too small to be appreciated, and none too large for our capacity.

The Edwards & Chamberlin

Hardware Company
A. M. Nutten has recently refused to

Alumni Notes.
1908.

W. G. Willard is superintendent at
Fife Lake, Michigan .this year.
Miss Ella Champion still holds a po
sition in the grades at Niles.
Guert Fales is superintendent at Tustin, Michigan.
Miss Susan Tickner and Miss Jennie

Kinne remain in the grades of the Kala
mazoo city school.
Mrs. Anna Hicks is still teaching in
Allegan.
1909.

Ira J. Arehart is principal of the Hart
High School this year.
Mrs. Lizzie Bidwell is teaching at

be the Democratic candidate for com
missioner of schools
in
Kalamazoo

County. He retains his position in the
consolidated school at Comstock.

Mrs. Lou Sigler is principal of the
Henry Street school, Grand Rapids.
1910.

F. "W. Emerson, after receiving a
life extension certificate last year, re
turned to the superintendency at
Watervliet.

Miss May Cornell returned this year
to her former position in
Rapids schools.

the

Grand

The Misses Julia De Young, Myrtle
Cherry and Helena Hilderink are teach
ing in the schools at Grand Haven.

Lawrence.

Miss Elizabeth Blok teaches in Grand
Rapids.

Mrs. May Deane continues her work
in the Hartford school.

Mrs. Elizabeth de Spelder

is

still

teaching in the Grand Haven schools.

Miss Vesta Lewis holds a position
this year in Three Rivers.

Rural Alumni.
1906.

Miss Mabel Bright of this class is

now Mrs. Vincent Balch

of

Auburn,

Ind.

Miss Nellie Johnson is

Mrs Ira. J.

Hayden and resides on a farm
Lowell.

near
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THE

Albert Teachers' Agency F. A. Cowlbeck Co.
C. J. ALBERT, Manager
378 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Twenty-Sixth Year.

Best Schools and Colleges

at The Old Stand, 106 W. Main St.

everywhere our Permanent Clients.
YOU want to read our new booklet "Teaching
as a Business."

HATS

CAPS

WESTERN OFFICES:

Realty BIdg., SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
Idaho BIdg., BOISE, IDAHO

CLOTHING
MEN'S SHOES

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
Suite 815, 39 Jackson Blvd., Chicago
Over 32,000 Positions Filled

28th Year

We have the last year broken all previous records
of the Agency. We are now seeking teachers for
emergency vacancies and for this year. Write us
if available at the present time or this fall.

We always aim to have the new things first

Other Offices: Boston, New York, Washing
ton, Denver, Portland, Berkeley, Los Angeles.
Circular and membership form sent on applica
tion.

F. A. Cowlbeck Co.

Every drawing, art or
PENNANTS manual training teacher
NEW LINE OF

JUST RECEIVED

should have our

SWEATERS, SKATING CAPS, BASKET
BALL SUPPLIES, UMBRELLAS,
CAMERAS AND SUPPLIES,

450 Page Catalog of

RUBBER STAMPS AND
KEY FITTING

WM.

LOCHER

220 E. MAIN ST.

KALAMAZOO

Drawing Instruments,
Boards, T. Squares,
Triangles,

Papers, JVater Colors,
A

PHOTOGRAPH

and all

Drawing

That can be sent in an ordinary letter,
printed on parchment, dainty—artistic.

JUST THE

THING

That every student needs sooner or
later.

We finish

these in

Black or

Sepia, and our Normal School discount
brings them within reach of all. : : : :

Phone 1130 for appointment.

THE SIEWERT STUDIO
414 W. Main

Ground Floor

Room Accessories.
We specialize on school business.
Mail orders and inquiries handled promptly.

The Frederick Post Co.
Chicago
Makers of "POST'S

San Francisco
INKS," the finest ever produced
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Doubleday-HuberDolan Co.
Blank Book
Manufacturers

SCHOOL, FRATERNITY and

Printers

SORORITY PINS and

BUTTONS,
METAL MONOGRAMS,
BELT PLATES and PIJ^S,
PENNANTS,
PILLOWS,
POSTERS and

Binders

Stationers
Office Supplies

Loose Leaf Devices

SCHOOL BANNERS.

Send for catalog and samples.

Phone 792

The Henderson-Ames Co.
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN
Miss Hilda Marshall has returned to
the Normal for life certificate work.

Miss Emma Martens is teaching near
Pavilion.

Burdick and Water Streets
Miss Hazel Young and Tracy Burns
of this year's class were married rec
ently and reside on a farm near Pulton.
Miss Hazel Decker is teaching near

Miss Hattie Masselink is teaching in
the country near Holland.
Miss Jennie Romig is now Mrs.

Frank Peters and lives at

Glenn Gunn of West Oshtemo.

land.

Miss Sarah Nyhuis

is

now

Mrs.

East

Hol

Miss Frances Greene after

1907.

Henry Branderhorst

her home at Schoolcraft.

teaches

in

rural school near Holland.
Miss Mable Butler was married

a
to

Guy Merrill and resides at Climax.
Miss Ethel Grover is now Mrs. T. H.

Johnson of Bedford township.
Miss Mildred Hutchens is teaching
at Alamo.

Miss Mary Kronemyer is teaching at
Hamilton, Michigan.
Miss May McAllister married Mr.

gradu

ation was married to Starr Fenner and
lives at Plainwell.
Miss Catherine Devereaux is teach

ing in the County Center

school

at

Marshall.

News Note.

A party for the alumni has been ar
ranged by the social committee as a
feature of commencement week. It will

Heaton and resides at Jackson.

be held on Monday evening, June 19 in
the gymnasium and Fischer's orchestra

1908.

is hoped that many former students in

Miss Naida Beckley is Mrs. Floyd
Haynes and lives on a farm in Portage.
Miss Lois Carleton is teaching at
Portage.

the Normal will be able to attend this

has been engaged for the occasion. It
party and remain for the Commence
ment exercises Tuesday and the alumni
banquet.
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GILMORE

BROTHERS

Preliminary Showing of

New Wash Dress Fabrics and

New and Dainty Dress Materials
TIThese emblems of Spring so interesting to all prudent women.
^[All the birds and all the flowers do not wait for the calendar

Spring to come, and so the beautiful *wash materials, embroideries,
laces and trimmings, some from across the seas (and many which will
not be seen elsewhere in Kalamazoo) cannot wait for the formal

"Spring" which will come later, but must make an Advance display
for themselves. Some you will wish to buy. All you will wish to see
while they are fresh from their boxes, so we invite everybody to come,
and see, and look, and buy if they choose. They will be alike welcome.

WALK-OVER
SHOES
Get that pair of Walk-Over Shoes
now.

We have 44 styles to select from,
Broad, medium, narrow, high toes.
Plain and Fancy tips, Gun metal,
Vici, Tan, and Patent leather.
The selection is best now.

You

must buy shoes soon anyway.
Buy them now.

PRICES
$3.50 $4.00 $4.50 & $5.00

You May Not Buy a
Suit or Overcoat
You may still STICK to your tailor,
or to the ready-to-wear brand you are
favoring—BUT if you will try on a

F0LZ QUALITY
Suit or Overcoat
before our big mirror, you will learn
that your tailor LACKS something
that FOLZ QUALITY gives you;
that other ready-to-wear clothes fall
short in a way that you did not notice
before.

Alteration Sale

Prices

on all winter

suits, overcoats, hats and furnishings,

a saving to you of from 20 to 50%.
Spring models of our agency hats now
ready.

Bell Shoe House SamFolz,Big Corner
L. kenberg, Mgr.

124 E. Main St.

CLOTHIER, HATTER and FURNISHER
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Enrollment in the Kalamazoo Public
Schools.

Within the last few years the figures
of school enrollment, especially those
showing the distribution of pupils
among the different grades, have been
carefully studied along lines hitherto
somewhat neglected. There have been

in the main two motives for this study.
The first is the increasing effort to sub
ject school organization, as well as
other lines of social activity, to tests
of efficiency as scientific as can be de
vised.

The second and allied motive

has often been either to support or
controvert by figures certain whole
sale opinions about the waste of pu
pils who drop out of school premature
ly or the waste of effort which holds
them too long on the elementary work.
Notable articles in the Psychological
Clinic with type studies of a few
places, were followed in 1909 by Dr.
Leonard P. Ayres' book on elimination
and retardation of pupils. This book
has proved a center both of interest

and of controversy. Results cannot yet
be fully measured, but whenever un
dertaken the study has been helpful in
showing unexpected points of strength
or weakness. In the study of our own
local conditions two points have been
made clear: First, the theory on which
graded courses of study are sometimes
prepared, namely that pupils of the
same age are to be "treated" in the
same grade, and for that age the con

No. 8

tent of subject matter should be plan
ned, falls woefully lame in practice.
A grade-age table takes more space,
unfortunately, than can here be given

for it; but a glance at such a table,
whether for Camden, Philadelphia, or
Kalamazoo, whether the table is made
for schools having the best conditions,
or compiled for schools whose pupils
are not of the highest type, shows for
each grade a belt of figures covering
at least four years instead of a ribbon
of figures marking progressively the
march of a united class from one grade
to another. Indeed for most communi

ties there will appear also a fringe
of figures which shows pupils in the
primary grades who from age and
length of school service might proper
ly be in the high school. Locally we
have been fortunate in reducing this
fringe, by means of special classes for

those who can at best make slight pro
gress in school as well as by individual
instruction for some pupils in the up
per grades who may temporarily have
fallen behind.

The second point is shown in the
accompanying diagrams and tables
and is this; the effectiveness of schools

in holding pupils through the elemen
tary course is relatively much greater

than supposed. Absolutely the margin
of loss is still too large and we must

seek by readjustments to overcome it,
but in place of the frequent estimate
that ten percent of the pupils never
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[Chart I]

Enrollment by Grades—Michigan, 1909*

^

K

K

*

H

51 37

:>.', !37 135 133 I

26 20

Fi7ur« "or Michigan are from the last published report,. Those for Kalamazoo are for enrollment December 15. 1909.
[Chart II]

Enrollment by Grades—Kalamazoo, 1900

„l niiMrfi»i»-TT—*-

104 142 I?? in '27 .103 106 93 91 64 40 29 22
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reach the high school the truth, for

for 156 cities. We are naturally inter

Michigan, is that nearly twenty per
cent now graduate from high schools.
The figures for Kalamazoo are gratify
ing; they show that 91 per cent of the
maximum survival of pupils through
the grades has been reached. Accord
ing to Dr. Ayres who made the calcula
tions and the charts from which Fig
ures I and II were taken, this was, last

ested to compare the Kalamazoo fig
ures with the average, but should not

[Chart III]
Enrollment—Kalamazoo, 1910*

fail to notice how far above that aver

age are conditions

in

the

state

of

Michigan, as shown by Fgure I; and a
comparison of this year's enrollment
recently made by several cities in this
part of the state shows that they are
very nearly alike in this regard.
The two charts given for Kalamazoo
are for the last two years. Enroll
ment tables for the last five
show similar results. Table I

years
gives

averages for that time as compiled
from enrollment figures taken each
year on two specific dates, one in Oc
tober, the other after the beginning of
the second semester.
Table One.

Average
Grade

*Numbers at base of Figure HI denote actual enrollment at date of
chart, while numbers in the other charts are transferred to a per
centage basis.

spring,

the

highest

percentage

yet

found in cities where tabulations had

been completed. While this is not like
ly to remain steadily true, Figure III
made from statistics for the present
term shows for the city about the same
facts as last year's chart. In Figure

IV (taken from Dr. Ayres' book) is

I
II
III
IV

294
242
239
249

V
VI
VII
VIII

227
210
187
157
108
63

IX
X
XI
XII

36

280
238
228
238
229

218
199
182
123
80
60
46

Tot
574
4»0
467
487
456
428
386
339
231
143
102
82

Table II.

School Year

grades:

42

Average

No. Girls.

The relation of eighth grade to first
grade is shown in average totals in

shown the average grade enrollment
[Chart IV]
Average Enrollment Chart
[From Dr. Ayres' Book]

Average

No. Boys

Table Two.
Av. Total Av. Total
Grade I Grade VIII

1905-06 (2nd Sem.)

632

285

1906-07
1907-08
1908-09

626
678
639

356
365
395

1909-10

615

439

Two interesting facts appear in this
table. The growth in the eighth grade
has been very steady, but in spite of

n

1M

1000 7231

692

640

SS2- 462

368

263

l«9

123

increased population in the city and a
decided increase of total enrollment,
the number of first grade pupils is no
greater than five years ago. The rea
sons for this are not fully clear, but it
in

IV

CB
61

96

is probable that one main factor is the
-eduction of the amount of retardation

•n Grade I, so that the 1910

figures
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(615) are much closer to the number

cent tradition would be badly shatter

of new entries in the grade for

ed if exact facts were tabulated.

the

S. O. Hartwell,

year than is the corresponding total
for the spring of 1906. We think these

Superintendent,

figures fairly illustrate the two points
previously mentioned, for the elemen
tary grades, the fact that full adjust
ment of grade courses has not been

Schools,

reached and the more encouraging fact
of creditable survival or persistence

through the grades. A third table re

cently compiled gives some surprising
facts regarding the connection of the
schools with higher institutions.

b. Girls,

c. Total

36
29
37
50
51

60
55
61
75
91

Tot. & Av. 140
203
Advanced Standing.

343

24
27
24
25
40

Boys. a.

Girls

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

70.8
55.5
70.4
40
70

17
15
17
10
28

b.
21
21
30
35
38

Kalamazoo, Dec. 1910.

Housekeeping in the Third Grade.
Recently there have been introduced
in the work of the third grade certain
activities which have been grouped
under the general head of housekeep

ing. Because there has been some mis
interpretation of this work, it has
ly, first, what the work itself is; sec

High School Graduates.

a. Boys

Total
58.3
72.4
81
70
74.5

38
36
47
45
66

c.
63.3
64.2
77
60
72.5

ond, its purpose.
One half hour each week is given to
this. The class is divided in three sec

tions, each section being responsible
for one piece of work during the term.
The work is changed each term so that
during the year each group of children
has twelve weeks' experience with
each phase of the work.
According to housewifely custom
Monday morning is chosen for the
washing and general cleaning, while the
ironing is done on Tuesday. The wash
ing is not an artificial activity, but a
natural outgrowth of the needs of the
class room. Each child has his own

towel (made in sewing class)
87

62.1

145

71.8

232

67.6

Dr. Ayres' compilation in Chart II,
shows that 22 per cent of our enroll
ment reaches Grade XII. This means

that at least 20 per cent will be found
in the high school graduation lists.
Now for five years two thirds of the

graduates have gone to higher institu
tions. Instead of the traditional 3 per

cent, then, this community has for an
appreciable period been sending for
ward to higher schools nearly 14 per
cent of its possible quota. Of course
part of this is explained by the home

oportunities in

Public

seemed wise at this time to state brief

Table Three.

1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

Kalamazoo

Normal School and

College, yet for many years the pro
portion of graduates who have continued their training beyond the high
school has been large. While I do not
know that figures are obtainable my
observation of conditions in the state

leads me to think that for

Michigan

as well as Kalamazoo the three per

which

must be laundered each week. These

with dusting and cleaning cloths and
an occasional piece of table linen make
a very good sized washing for a group
of ten children. The work is carried
on in the kitchen. Few utensils are

necessary, four tubs, two wringers, a
boiler, and two wash benches (the
later made by children in manual
training) meeting the needs of a class
of this size. Only simple problems are
taken up, though there is some at
tempt to have a certain progression
and development in the work.
While the washing is being done in
the kitchen, a second group is taking
charge of the general cleaning of the
room.

The

furniture

and woodwork

are dusted, boards and windows wash
ed, and chalk trays and sink cleaned.
This group also cares each day for the
bowls and mirrors in the toilets on the

first floor. At some time during the

EDUCATIONAL

term they are taken to the school bed
room where they have the additional
experience of making a bed.

The ironing presents two problems,
first, that of ironing those articles
washed by the children which must be
dampened some time before ironing;
second, those articles which must be
dampened at the time of ironing. Cos
tumes used by various grades in their
dramatizations have furnished materi

al for the second part of this problem.
For this work each child has his own
board which he has learned to cover

properly. This is placed on low sawhorses opposite a small gas plate.
Through experiment much is learned
about the proper heating and care of
an iron.

These are the activities. Now, why
should this work be given a place in
the weekly program?
We talk a great deal about the un
desirable abruptness in taking the
child from the home where the group
is essentially informal in its make up
to the school, where the organization
is more or less severely formal. Yet
many times we fail to do the things
which lie within our power to avoid
this abruptness. In the most wisely
conducted homes, the child not only
feels his importance as an individual
member of the group, but he also
feels some of the responsibility for
maintaining the welfare and comfort
of the group. He is given duties, im
portant in the household, which de
pend upon him and upon him alone.
Thus his social responsibility is devel
oped in the only group which he
knows. When he comes into the larger
group, the school, too often his only
social responsibility lies in reciting
his part in the arithmetic or geogra
phy lesson, or keeping his place in
line, or in not whispering, so that the
deadly quiet of the school room may
be maintained. All of which responsi
bilities are largely foreign to him. On

277

toilets on his floor of the school build

ing, there is a very vital motive for
doing something worth while for the
good of the group, and his sense of in
dividual responsibility is
thereby
strengthened.
This work, too, offers a natural op
portunity for initiative on the part of
the child and for growth in executive
ability. If any one doubts that it does
not require poise and self-control in
children to clean a room, each one do
ing a different task, let him try it with
a group of children unused to the
freedom under which they must nec
essarily work. The experiment will
doubtless convince him
that
when
children can attack this for themselves

and carry it forward in decency and
order, with almost no supervision, that
there has been a decided growth in
some of the qualities which we respect
in an individual everywhere in life.
The outsider often sees in this only
the utilitarian side, the fact that the
child is being taught to wash and iron
and dust. A value does exist here, not
only that he is learning to do these
things properly, but in the fact that
he is learning to have a respect for
them simply because they are a part of
the school's work. Thus he is learning
to dignify much of the work which
too many of our Americans have rap
idly been learning to consider menial.
AVe are often more awake to

the

his grade depends upon him, if he is
held responsible for the appearance of

social value of a piece of work of this
nature, however, than to the oppor
tunities it offers for growth through
its physical activity. Our modern stu
dents of child life are teaching us that
the young child grows mentally not
only through his combats with ab
stract problems, but through his ac
tivities. Then the muscular develop
ment and the necessary muscular co
ordination gained through washing
may perchance be of more value than
the power gained through a half hour
spent in a reading class. The choosing
of a proper place to stretch a clothes
line requires as much judgment as the
solving of a problem taken from the
arithmetic book. Modern psychologists
also urge us more and more to let the

the windows of his own room or of the

child come in contact with the

the other hand if he feels that the

proper condition of the costumes for
the entire school or of the towels for

ele-
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ments of nature, and it is evident^ in
watching the children while working

and they not lasting long. In fact it
has been rather too mild for agricul

that here is something much more
vital than is found in much of the

tural purposes as a hard freeze now
would do a great deal of damage to
fruit. It is a pleasure though to be

work given them in the usual school

located where the January temperature

in the water or manipulating the fire

curriculum.

This leads to this fact, which is sub

ject to psychological proof, that when
the child is working joyously

he is

working with greater vigor than when
this condition is absent.

The work suggested in this article

averages 50 degrees, where a few de
grees below freezing is considered very
severe weather, and where peas, tur

nips, and the like keep green all winter
as they have this year. I have a five by
ten plot of Canadian field peas which
came up last November and have pros

does not need a kitchen in which to

pered all winter, being now nearly a

carry it forward. Last year much the
same thing was accomplished in the
school room, the only utensils being
two foot tubs, one small washboard,

foot high, and as healthy a green as
one could wish.

There is no question but that

the

Georgia farmer has the advantage of

one wash bench, and three irons. The
whole plan is feasible in any school
where there is any means of procuring

his Northern neighbor in several ways,
some of which I will mention. The win

gas or other heat. The growth in the

crops can be gathered in one

unity and general spirit of the group

To illustrate. Oats are a fall sown

ters are so short and mild that two

season.

will reward even the most modest ex

crop here, seeded about the last of Oc

periment along this line.

tober in furrows about six inches deep,

Bessie Bacon Goodrich.

Georgia, Educational and Agricultural.
Dear Mr. Phelan:

I am glad indeed to write you some

thing of Georgia educational and agri
cultural for that is what is uppermost

in my mind in school and out.
While you are wrestling with the
consolidated school and like problems,

convincing anxious mothers and skep
tical fathers that it is not possible to

keep the children comfortable this
wintry weather with the old fashioned
stove in one end of the school room

and that it is absolutely impossible to

have regular attendance

when the
younger children have to wade a mile
or more through big snow drifts or
slosh through the sleet and mud, what
are they doing in Georgia? Here the
boys and girls are trudging merrily to
school most of them barefoot (especi

ally in the southern part of the state)
and picking the blossoms of the peach,
wild plum, violets, jonquil,

etc.,

to

decorate the teachers desk.
This has been a remarkable winter

so far with only two or three freezes
*A letter from Mr. Jewell in reply to one from Mr. Phelan asking
for a contribution to the Record.

to protect them from severe freezes. In
the southern part of the state this is
not necessary. They are harvested in
May and corn, cowpeas, sweet pota

toes, or some other crop which will
mature by October grown. The mild
winters make it possible to plow al
most any time. It is considered pre
ferable for most crops to have it
finished before the holidays. Cotton
is about the only crop which takes a
whole season to mature and gather,
and I am sure that if one could con

trol the labor to do the picking

and

plant an early variety he could get it
off in the fall in time to plant

the

ground to oats or other grain. Sugar
cane also takes a

whole season

to

mature. Cotton, by the way, is the
main crop, with corn next in value.
The average yield of these crops is
rather low due to the fact that here as

well as in the North farming has been

largely soil robbery. Then where cot
ton is planted year after year as is of
ten the case, the ground is left exposed
during the winter and being clay in
many places washes badly. The fact
that cotton has been grown year after

year and very little live stock kept, has
made the land deficient in humus and
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fertility. This necessitates the use of

says that the county fair in that coun

commercial fertilizers in large quanti

ty will not be a success?

ties. It is the exception when a crop of
any kind is planted without some com

Georgia and ususally two crops a year.

mercial fertilizer

and often two or

even three applications are made. It is
an interesting fact though, that the
fertilizers pay better on fairly good
land than on very poor.

Coming from Michigan I missed the
clover fields but find clover replaced

by cowpeas. They answer the purpose
of clover in building up the land, and
furnish a good hay. They are often

planted in the corn at the last cultiva
tion and are sown with sorghum cane

a great deal for fodder.
Probably a very few Micighan farm
ers have begun to think much about
their gardens or corn. Yet here many
of the gardens have peas, and the
hardier vegetables up, and in two or
three week corn will be up

in

the

southern part of the state. You must
remember that Georgia is

about

as

All Michigan crops can be grown in

Many farms can produce the following
at a profit: cotton, corn, wheat, oats,
rye, barley, sugar cane, fruit, veget
ables, sweet potatoes, Irish potatoes,
peanuts, cowpeas, velvet beans, vetch
es, sorghum, broomcorn, and tobacco,
besides live stock and poultry of all
kinds. Farm buildings are not costly

and in many sections of the state stock
can pasture all winter. I expect to see
the South become a great live stock
section for without doubt dairy pro
ducts and farm animals can be pro
duced here at less cost than in the
North.

The health conditions, at least here
at Athens, are ideal; and I see no
reason why they should not be so over

a greater part of the state, especially if
the people exercise the common sani
tary precautions
against
disease.
Athens, by the way, leads the United

long north and south as Michigan and

States in regard to a low

hence has different seasons in different
places.
Corn and cotton are receiving much

rate.

attention at present and wonderful
work is being accomplished in regard
to increasing the yields. The average

cotton plant for the state has but four
bolls of cotton. There are plenty

of

plants having from one to three hun
dred. The average yield is between
one-third and one-half bales per acre,

yet many farmers average one bale
per acre, which taken seed and all, is
worth nearly one hundred dollars.
The average yield of corn is between
eleven and twelve bushels of shelled

corn per acre, yet thirty boys in a corn
contest averaged over seventy bushels
of shelled corn per acre. There are
numerous instances of one hundred
bushels and over being produced. The
interest and resultant high yields are

mortality

The majority of the white farmers
are waking up and demanding better
schools better laws, and more organi
zation. They are grasping eagerly for
help with farm questions. The common

plea of educators that the farmer

is

hard to reach is not applicable to Geor

gia at least. It is hard to make the
farmer reach great heights at a bound
with new ideas, but get down on the
ground floor and talk improvement
that he can understand and he is with

you every time. Vast crowds of farm
ers, teachers, pupils, and professional
people, as well as merchants are this
month meeting the agricultural train
sent out by the College of Agriculture.

Many more are joining corn clubs and
attending meetings to obtain informa
tion relative to seed corn selection.

There are not as many small land

largely due to the formation of corn

holders in Georgia as in the North and

clubs which are being formed of not

this is a serious drawback. There are

only boys but farmers as well. I know
personally of one live county school

some counties where a dozen people
own the whole county and they let
the land to tenants, largely to negroes.
The social life is poorly developed be

commissioner that has a list of over

one hundred farmers that have agreed
to enter the contest next year. Who

cause the population is scattered. The
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rural schools are poor and the negro
complicates the life of the rural com
munity to such an extent that you can
not comprehend the difficulties until
you live among them. There are also
many insect pests. Corn, wheat, etc.,
are soon destroyed by weevils unless
carefully protected. In South Georgia
corn is stored with the husk on
even then much is ruined.

and

Acording to the systematic stand
ards of taxation to which you are ac
customed the laws of Georgia would
seem very poor. Outside the cities
there is no assessor and everyone
hands in his own valuation of his pro
perty.

However, as an agricultural propo
sition, looking rather into possibilities
than actual conditions, I think Georgia
is to preferred to many Northern
states. The disadvantages are of such
a nature that they can be remedied,
while the great advantages in climate,
which nature gives us are outside the

and many counties are making use of
this privilege to supplement their
funds for school purposes.
Granted we have school buildings
which make us blush, they are being
torn down every day and replaced by
new and better designs. Many of these
buildings are designed by the head of
the Department of Manual Arts of the
State Normal School. He goes and
plans buildings and grounds wherever
he is called.

Granted that in many cases the
teaching is worse than the buildings,
every year find more trained teachers
in the field and a few more communi

ties beginning to realize that there is
the possibility of a good school in the
country that the country is after all
holding forth possibilities for both
young and old that the city can never
hope to offer.
Granted that rural teachers are un

derpaid, every year finds more
from rural districts for well

calls

trained

normal graduates at prices which
make the ordinary grade teacher in

control of man and will continue for
ever.
These facts make a successful
future for the South seem assured.

town gasp with wonder.

The fact already mentioned stating
that the rural white population is scat

needs overhauling, agriculture at least

tered would in itself tend to make in

efficient rural schools, but when you
add to this the following conditions
the situation seems hopeless indeed.
The schools have inadequate supervi
sion. Until the last few years people
could not locally tax themselves for
school purposes, all funds being pro
vided by the state. There is a short
school term in many counties of five
months and a part of that in midsum
mer. Teachers poorly paid and in many
cases having to wait six months or
longer for their pay else take the or
ders to a bank where they are subject
to discount. The school buildings are
very poor and inadequate. I should
have mentioned also that most of the

teachers are poorly prepared.
But why brood over a dark past or
gloomy present when things are pick
ing up and a bright future awaits us.
Granted we have poor school laws,
new and better ones are taking their
place. It is now possible for counties
wishing it to have the local tax system,

Granted that the whole curriculum

is a required subject in Georgia, and
every year finds it better taught, and
more boys and girls realizing that
their own homes and farms offer in

terms of their own experience prob
lems in arithmetic, geography, physiol
ogy, etc., which are fully as fascinat
ing and much more comprehensible
than the dull routine text book work

to which they have been accustomed.
Georgia has eleven district agricul
tural schools where boys and girls can,
along with the academic training,
receive training for home and farm.
Georgia has also a state official whose
sole duty is to help the rural schools
of the state. The Peabody Educational
Board has made it possible for a great
work to be done for the rural schools
of the state. The State Normal School

through its President has the privilege
of sending out, to such counties as he
sees fit, well qualified social and school
workers, who go to a counry and see
what can be done to help things along.
Their work is not definite. They help
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where help is needed along their lines.
It may be helping a teacher solve a
question of discipline. It may be help
ing arouse sentiment for a new school
house. It may be helping to interest

same farm from year to year.

the children in home economics. This

cannot have a contented class of farm

person goes where she is invited. She
does not stand off and criticise, she
turns in and helps, helping get the
family supper orsolving a problem, or

ers unless the farm gives the complete
life of which it is capable. How can the

and raw material. We cannot have a

constant and reliable supply of these
unless we have a comparatively conted class of farmers who

work

the

We

farmer folk be reached and shown the

possibilities of this life and how to at

darning stockings. Not every one is fit

tain them? There is but one education

ted for the work. The trouble is to find

al institution today that reaches the
total rural population good, bad and
indifferent, whether they want to

those that are fitted, but when once
found they simply regenerate a com
munity. When by one year's work one
worker can get some twelve schools
to establish cooking and sewing de
partments and when she reaches out
and gets a fourteen year old, unable to
attend school, so interested that she
cooks over seventy dishes from corn,
thereby winning a prize at the county
fair, — when these things are accomp
lished and I have personal knowledge
that this and much more has been done,

this system of reaching the people must
certainly be regarded as efficient. It alos suggest what might be done in the
way of a new thing in school super
vision.

We are behind in many things ed
ucational but we are improving. It
would not surprise me to see in a de
cade the positions of the North and
South reversed in educational matters.

be reached or not. That institution is

the rural school. By it we must stand
or fall.

This is a big subject and no one can
hope to exhaust it so I will weary you
no further. May your success be meas
ured by your hopes.
Very cordially yours,
D. B. Jewell,
Chair of Agriculture,
State Normal School, Athens, Georgia.

LITERARY
Through an oversight the name of
Lydia Best, the author of the dramati
zation of Dick Whittington and His
Cat, published in the February Record,
was omitted. The editor is glad to give
Miss Best the credit due her for a very
creditable piece of work. Already a re
quest for the privilege of reprinting

The very strength of your educational
system is a detriment for the stronger

it has come from the editor of an east

the wall the harder to tear down and

ern educational journal and has been
granted.

rebuild. While you are tearing down
and rebuilding the South can start
from the ground with such of your

Contributions by Students.

Wanted—A Government for Alaska.

plans and specifications as are desir
able and adding those things which
furnish a real foundation as agricul
ture, home economics and industrial
training build faster than you. An
other reason is that people of the
south realize the need of those things
which you with your better social and

some of the material resources, for the

educational conditions do not realize so

beauty and grandeur will avail us but

much.

little in securing a government.

One hears of many plans and ways
of bettering rural conditions, but
through it all one line of thought keeps
running in my mind. It is this. The
world depends upon the farm for food

half days out from Seattle. This is the
first American port after leaving Port
Townsend, just outside of Seattle. A
new townsite is being built just on the

To understand the needs of a coun

try we must know something of the
country in question. To realize its re
moteness, its cities and their industries
we will follow along the line of a tour
ist trip through Alaska, noting briefly

We reach Ketchikan two

and

one
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American side of the border land be
tween Alaska and British Columbia.
It is to be called Portland and is very

injunction served restraining the use
of a certain tunnel. The matter should

have been settled in a day and _the

near the Prince Rupert townsite, which

company allowed to resume operations,

is to be terminus of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Rail Road. Ketchikan is a small

but on account of a young and inex

town, beautifully situated and is sup
ported chiefly by the copper mines in
the near vicinity and the fisheries.
Wrangell is the next stop on the north
ern trip. An interesting feature of this

the first division the matter was tak
en under advisement and the company

perienced judge being on the bench in
failed in the

meantime.

Sitka,

the

built in 1634 and is therefore the old

beautiful, is supported by gold mines;
chief among these are the Chicagoff
Mines. Skagway, the gateway to the
interior, is the last stop or terminus of

est city in the United States. There are

the Southeastern

old Russian fortress is

that

it

was

about one hundred and fifty inhabi
tants in the town representing twentysix nationalities. The occupation of
the inhabitants is not very obvious for
when the boat is sighted as it is com

ing up the channel the call of '' steam
boat" is passed along and everyone
leaves his employment to witness the
landing of the ship. They all claim to
be either saloon-keepers or mission
aries. We learned later that their chief

occupation was fishing. Petersburg is

Alaska

Steamship

Company's lines. These ports have

a

great advantage over most all other
Alaskan ports in being open to naviga
tion all the year. The interior towns of
Fairbanks, Eagle City and Rampart in
the Tanana Valley may be reached by
taking the White Pass and Yukon Rail
way to White Horse and thence by riv
er steamers. The chief industry is gold

mining, one of the Detroit Rothchilds
operating one of the most successful
mines in that district. Mining is very

a cannery stop. It is the largest salmon
cannery in the world. Treadwell is the
next stop of importance. The famous

expensive in this district and therefore
only the high grade ore is being mined
at present. The famous Susitna Basin

Treadwell mines are

is found here. The average

situated

here.

They are the next to the largest Lode
Mining Company in the world. This
company has done a great deal to
wards the development of Alaska.
First of all it has stood for permanent

development by sustaining large com
munities and distributing part of its
profit, at least, locally; while the placer
miner, or prospector, working the
richest deposits only has left a large
amount of gold in the tailings and de

parted for the States, taking his gold
with him.

cost

of

transportation is one dollar per pound.
There are large deposits of copper and
low-grade gold ore in this district that
remain undeveloped, awaiting

trans

portation. The Iditarod Camp, the goal
of the gold rush of 1909 and 1910 is
near the mouth of the

Copper River,

south of Fairbanks.

Returning by way of the outside
passage from Nome, the famous but
fast receding city of the district, we
strike the towns of Unalaska, Kodiak,

Seward and Valdez, the inlets to the

the

Behring, Matanuska and Cunningham

country and assisted in no way in its
development. Across from Treadwell,

coal lands. The Cunningham claims are
about one hundred miles from tide
water. Railroads are absolutely neces

Thus the latter merely
or rather across the

robbed

Gastineau Chan

nel, a distance of about three miles, is
the capital city of Juneau. It is sustain
ed chiefly by the mines in the Silver
Bow Basin, back of it. The largest of

sary to their development. These fields,
according to the U. S. Geological Sur
vey are greater than the coal lands of
Pennsylvania. In 1904 a law was pass

close second. The Jualpa Company, a
new venture in mining, a hydraulic

ed, permitting the location of one hun
dred and sixty acres of unsurveyed
lands by taking possession and work
ing boundary and the other require

mine, is bankrupt as the result of an

ments of all mining location such as

these mines is the Perseverance

and

the Ebner,

is a

another lode mine,
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filing notice of location, setting stakes
and doing the required amount of as
sessment work. When patent was ap

plied for, after vast sums had been
spent improving the properties, the
claims were said to be dummy entries

or something of that nature, thus with

holding patent and delaying the devel
opment for fear some corporation
might secure benefit from
The United States Navy

the

same.

Department

imports its coal from Wales for use
in ships in the Pacific and pays from
twelve to fourteen dollars

per

ton,

when it could be produced at about
two dollars per ton in Alaska. The dif
ference in expenditure for coal in one

year, buying from Alaska, would be
four million dollars.

The rich copper deposits of the Kotsina Chitina region have forced the be
ginning of railway construction. This
enterprise was undertaken by private
companies, receiving no aid whatever
from the United States, quite the re
verse of the history of railroads
in the West. Instead of receiving large
grants of land the government even
withholds the development of the coal

fields, in Jthe immediate vicinity, thus
forcing the railway company to buy
coal in British Columbia at from ten to

fourteen dollars per ton. Can you im
agine the stage of development our
western states would

have

reached

with like treatment from the govern
ment?

The people of Alaska

are

chiefly

Americans who were born and bred in

communities accustomed to self gov
ernment and are not to be regarded as
isolated and stupid individuals. They

are grouped together in various parts of
Alaska and are progressing in spite of
the neglect and handicap of poor gov

reign of every man for himself and all
feuds settled without, the law as an ar

bitrator. The conditions at that time

can be partially realized by reading the
"Spoilers" by Rex Beach.
The condition of the mail service for
the interior of Alaska needs attention.

The National government has made no
provision for adjustment. At the pres
ent time only first class mail can be
sent into Fairbanks, Circle City, etc.,
during the winter months. Even then
the size of the package is limited.

Newspapers and periodicals will not be
carried in, even if first class rates are

paid on them. Local authorities could
adjust these matters by appropriating
money for the carrying of the mail
from the coast, but under the present

arrangement it is impossible for them
to get the necessary permission from
Congress to thus handle the United
States mails. Congress has not under
stood the condition and the dangers of
the passage to Alaska. During the past

year several vessels have been wrecked
on account of the passage not

being

well lighted at dangerous places. Be
ginning with the wreck of the "Ohio",
August 25, 1909, there have been sev
eral minor accidents and four vessels,

the Farrallon, the Santan Clara,

the

Yucatan and the Georgia, wrecked on

account of losing the course or striking
some bar. A government at home could
take steps towards outlining a definite
course and putting up lighthouses and
beacons at dangerous places.. The judic
ial system is the best that could be ex

pected at the present time. Physical
needs, such as building of roads, etc.,
have not been sufficiently considered by
Congress in view of the great revenue
Alaska has turned into the

national

treasury. The wealth produced, in part,

ernment.

should be turned over to other pur,

Just why this district needs another
government is most apparent when we

considered.

consider what the first modes of gov

poses and the needs of the Alaskans
Now what kind of

a

government

system of government have done for

would best serve the people? There is
now a bill before Congress introduced

the district. The first exponents of the
law in the interior and Nome, were

commission form of government. This

ernment and the present carpet bag

by Senator Beveridge looking toward a

plunderers and caused more dissension

is a plan endorsed by President Taft.

and discontent than had ever been ex

It wishes to establish

perienced in that region during the

similar to the Philippine form of gov-

a

government
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ernment. This form has proved quite
successful in the Philippines but when
applied to a vast region like Alaska
where Philippine conditions do not ex
ist it cannot be anything but a failure.
The territory is so remote and exten
sive that direct legislature by Congress
cannot be effective. Some parties ar
gue that the people are not able to
govern themselves as is shown in

the

outburst of last March when the Unit
ed States Marshal and District Attor

ney were dismissed without being giv
en a hearing. It is true the Governor
was burned in effigy. Newspapers all
over the country reported the affair as
an uprising against law and order. If
the facts were known it was an upris
ing of but a few of the people and Sixshooter Sam was the only one
to witness the
burning
of the
Governor in effigy. The citizens|
of Juneau paid little attention to
the matter but it was reported as a re
volt affecting all of Alaska. Upon a
investigation it was found that the dis
charged officers had had a hearing and
that there was sufficient charge to dis
miss them and anyway a man taking
an office to which he is appointed
should consider dismissal as an inci

dent of the job. Another supposed dan
ger in allowing home government is
the control of "special interests".
AVhich danger is the greater, being in
the hands of a cumbersome body with
out special knowledge of the needs of
the district and with no responsibility
towards the people or being controlled
by "special interests" who would be
interested in the development of the
country and the general welfare of the
people ? The government for the Philip
pine Islands has been successful in all
save that it has tied up the natural re
sources to such an extent that the peo
ple are in want as a result. Now what

is wanted is a government that will al
low the development of the natural re
sources in such a way as to give the
the greatest benefits to the people of
the Territory, for the interest of the
pioneer of Alaska should be guarded as
zealously as those of our Pilgrim Fa
thers were. The present plan of con
servation in regard to Alaska, propos

ed by some of our ardent statesmen,
presupposes the ability of the present
generation to live on nothing long
enough to bring the next into being.
This is all proposed to keep the "inter
ests" from gaining control. Let us rath
er use a little diplomacy and take ad
vantage of the corporate organization
in assisting in the development, while
at the same time checking undue greed.
The government that seems to best
suit the needs of the country is the
establishment of a territorial system of
government, three delegates from each
of the three districts to meet in

the

capitol city and make laws, regula
tions, etc., regarding the government
of the territory in so far as it does not
trespass on the United States rights.
One territorial delegate to be chosen
at large to have a vote in Congress.
The governor should be elected by the
people instead of being sent out by the
President, so that he might take some
special interest in the needs of the
country instead of spending all of
his time in Washington. The jud
icial system to remain the same as the
existing system. Can we as freedom
loving people refuse to grant the priv
ileges of a democratic government to
our brothers, American born citizens
for the most part? An Alaskan sacri
fices much in leaving home government
behind. Is he repaid? Yes, in every
thing but the loss of his voice in the
government which is so dear to the av
erage American. Beauty and grandeur
of nature and the inspiring air of the
North can do much to fill the vacancy
of being deprived of the enjoyment
and education afforded by opera and
lectures. But nature with all her allure

ments cannot satisfy the man wanting
a voice in his country's affairs. Why
then deny these brothers the highest
privilege of American citizenship?
Gertrude Hollenthal, 1911.

The Boy Scout Movement.
Two countries claim the distinction

of originating the Boy Scout Move
ment. England claims that the story
of the movement begins in Africa at

Mafeking during the Boer War in 18991900. This is the story as told by Ralph

LITERARY

D. Blumenfield, editor of the London
Daily Express, in the outlook for July
23, 1910:—
The advance lines of Mafeking ran
five miles around the city. Some of the
defenders were killed and others were

wounded until the temporary hospitals
were filled to overflowing and every
man's value was more than

trebled.

Lord Edward Cecil, realizing the seri
ousness of the conditions, gathered all
the boys, talked to them, drilled them
a little, and put them into uniforms.
They became messengers, kept lookout
and acted as orderlies so that the men

could be on the firing line. At the end
of the war they were given medals.
One day a boy on a bicycle rode
through a rather heavy fire with a let
ter and Sir Robert Baden-Powell said

to him, "You will get hit one of these
days, riding around like that when the
shells are flying."

The boy replied, "I pedal so rapidly,
sir, they could never catch me."
These were the first Boy Scouts and
that boy's spirit is the spirit which is
now prevalent.

About two and a half years ago, Sir
Robert Baden-Powell (B. P., as he is
usually called) made an experiment.
He collected some English boys in Sur
rey, talked to them as the Mafeking
boys were talked to, put them in uni
forms and drilled them just a little.
Not much drilling is done because it is
thought that drill kills initiative.

He showed them how to play at In
dians, at Knights of King Arthur, took
them into camp and taught them wood
craft, how to distinguish birds and the
secrets of Nature. He worked out
a
scheme and wrote
a
book
called
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All clases of society are represented
in the organizations. In one patrol you
will find ragged, dirty little slum boys
shoulder to shoulder with boys of the
nobility. "All you have to do is to col

lect, say, a dozen boys, ragamuffins,
young ruffians, boys of blue blood and
boys of red blood, anything so long as
it is a boy, teach him the Scout law, put
him on his honor, stick him into a
uniform and you have transformed the
urchin into a blazing eyed young
knight errant, a chivalrous, honest,
honorable and zealous patriot."
Sir Robert Baden-Powell says: '' The
whole object of our scheme is to seize
the boy's character in its red-hot stage
of enthusiasm and to weld it into the

right shape and encourage and develop
its individuality so that the boy may
become a good man and
citizen for our country."

a valuable

A company of Boy Scouts may be or
ganized anywhere. Any boy from ten
to eighteen years of age may be a
Scout, if he can pass muster. There are
seven boys to a patrol a patrol leader
and assistant patrol leaders. Then, over
all these, there is a local Scoutmaster

whose business it is to encourage, not
to interfere. A barn, shed, empty loft,
a coach house or a school room

for

headquarters should be equipped as a
club rather than a drill room. Scouts

earn their money for uniforms, equip
ment, etc.; they do not beg. The ex
penses are low so that with opportuni

ties to pay for things on the instalment

plan, almost any boy can afford to join.
To become a Scout a boy must make
the Scout's promise and must pass the
test of the tenderfoot. (First a Scout is
a tenderfoot; when he passes the ten

"Scouting for Boys." The fundamental
idea is to lead boys by attractive meas
ures called scouting to form their own

derfoot test he becomes a second class

characters.

test, he may wear a uniform and

The Boy Scout Movement was so
popular in England that one hundred
thousand boys became "Scouts" in
side of the first year, and at the end of
the second year there were over two

Scout's badge. The first subject of the
test is the Scout's Law. On it depends
the whole force and glory of the
Scout's Law. On it depends the whole
force and glory of the Scout idea. It is
the simple creed of honor and chivalry,
comparable to the code of the Knights

hundred thousand. There are "Scouts"

in Malta, Singapore, Calcutta, Canada,
Australia, France, Russia, and the
United States.

Scout, and finally becomes a first class
Scout.) After he passes the tenderfoot
the

of the Round Table. "It is the ten com

mandments made fascinating."
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There are nine points of the Scout's
Law:—

1. A Scout's honor is to be trusted.
2. A Scout is loyal (to his King, his

country, his parents, employer

and

Scoutmasters.)

3. A Scout's duty is to be

useful

salute shows you are the right sort and
mean well to the other because a salute

is the sign between men of standing.
Scouts must salute each other on meet

ing for the first time, must salute the
flag, the King's officers, and when they
hear "God Save the King." In prac

to what social class he belongs.
5. A Scout is courteous. He must

tice the right hand is raised level with
the shoulder palm to the front, the
thumb resting on the nail of the little
finger, the other three fingers upright
and pointing skyward. In full salute

not take any reward for being helpful

the hand is raised to the forehead. Next

and to help others.

4. A Scout is a friend to all and a
brother to every other Scout, no matter

and courteous.

6. A Scout is a friend to animals.
7. A Scout obeys orders. After he
has carried out a

command

he

may

the boys are taught to tie knots and
after one or two meetings

they

are

sworn in as tenderfeet and given uni
forms. The Scout pledge is:

ishment for swearing or bad language

"On my honor, I promise that I will
do my best to do my duty to God and
the King; to help other people at all
times and to obey the Scout Law."
Saying this, he stands at salute. The

three hundred years ago.

and his Scout uniform. The uniform is

state his reasons for not wanting to do
so.

8.

A Scout

smiles

and

whistles

when anything goes wrong. The pun

is a cup of cold water poured down his three fingers pointing upward are to
sleeve by the other Scouts. This method remind him of the three points of his
of punishment was invented by the old promise. He is then given a little ar
British scout, Captain John Smith, row badge to wear in his buttonhole
9.

A Scout is thrifty.

(He has

a

bank account.)

The chief law is to do good to others
daily.

All boys love to make chalk marks—

Boy Scouts learn to rub them out. This
interest is appealed to

through

Scout signs. For instance

an

the

arrow

practical and durable. It consists of a
wide brimmed felt hat, a colored shirt
of flannel or thin serge in brown, green
or dark blue. Around the Scout's neck
is knotted a kerchief of the patrol's
colors. He wears knickerbockers or
short trousers cut above the knees

leaving the knees bare. His stockings

points the way to go an X points the are turned down below the knees and
way not to go, and a circle within a from invisible garters depend tassels of
circle says, "I have gone home." At green braid. Around his waist he wears
night, sticks with wisps of grass around a leather belt with dull metal buckles,
them or stones are laid in the road so
they may be felt.

Each patrol has its name and

its

call and so may communicate with the
others while in hiding. The patrol lead
er carries the flag with the patrol bird
or animal head on it in red cloth and
each Scout learns to draw his patrol
animal's head and give its call. The

drawing of the outline head and the

two swivels and a coat strap. On his
back is a haversack containing a billy

can, drinking cup and other equipment.
Over his shoulder is a

light,

wooden

water bottle, and on his shoulders is a
knot of colored ribbons denoting his

patrol. A whistle, a knife and a Scout's
staff of ash marked in feet and inches

complete the Scout's outfit. The entire
outfit costs about two dollars and a half

Scout's number in the patrol may be

and if necessary the boys may pay for

order that he may be known.
After he has learned to draw his pat

A knot of white ribbons on the

placed at the end of a Scout sign in this equipment on the instalment plan.

rol animal's head the next thing a
Scout learns is the theory and practice
of the salute. The theory is that the

left

shoulder distinguishes the Scoutmaster.
As was said before only drill enough
is given to allow the Scoutmasters to
handle the Scouts in

a

businesslike

LITERARY

way and

maintain

discipline.

Drill

dulls resource and initiative, and the
whole movement is to make self reliant,
resourceful men. The teaching is almost
entirely through play. The boys play at
being Indians, pirates, buccaneers, fron
tiersmen and cowboys, taking the best
of the lives of these people and apply
ing it to their own in this way learning
both history and ethics beside many
other useful ami interesting things,
such as nature study, manual training,
etc. The boys learn camp cooking, first
aid to the injured, what to do in emer
gencies, swimming, Morse or sema
phore code, to judge distances, size,
area, numbers, etc.
Each Scout must bring in a tender
foot trained by himself before he can
become a First Class Scout. When he

has reached the goal of First Class he
can rise higher and higher by badges
of merit. The highest honors are medals
for meritorious deeds. Saving life at the
risk of his own receives a bronze medal,
while if he has saved a life without

risk, he gets a silver medal. A Scout
ideal is that a Scout when with others

is the first to see anything or hear
anything.
The Boy Scout Movement is not yet
three years old and it has been said
that it is the greatest achievement of
our age. It has revolutionized British
manners and ways of thought. The dis
covery of the boy not only changed the
nature of the boy but improved him so
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thing to do, something to think about,
something to enjoy in the woods; with
a view always to character building,
for manhood, not scholarship is the
first aim of education." This is the idea

as set forth in "Boy Scouts in Ameri
ca", Manual of Organization, by Er
nest Thompson Seton and Sir Robert
Baden-Powell.
The first considerable success came in
1903 from a club in a little town less
than a thousand miles from Boston. A
friend of Seton's named John Moale

had bought several hundred acres of
waste land in this town and had made

a beautiful home of it. The townspeople
resented his coming and the boys made
it very unpleasant by painting the gate
and wall and destroying property.
While Seton was visiting there. Mr.
Moale told him about it and Mr. Seton

asked to be allowed to try an experi
ment. He bought two tents, three old
Indian tepees which had been left at
the Sportsman's Show, two canoes and
bows and arrows and a target. There
were already two boats on Moale's
lake. The men made a camp ground by
the lake and made an Indian village,
Seton then paid one or two of the
worst boys to take a note to the fore
man at the Indian village and he re
ported that "they looked kind of mes

merized and didn't want to go away."
Then Seton got permission to speak
to the. boys at school. He asked all the
boys from ten years up to stand. There

that he now sets a national standard.

were twelve and he invited them

This is the story as the English tell
it. The other story is told best by the
American who probably is the real ori
ginator of the movement, Ernest
Thompson Seton, the naturalist and

come Friday and stay until Monday at
the Indian village. He told them they
could have all they could eat and they

student of out-of-door life. The follow

ing is his story.
The woodcraft movement came as a

solution to the problem, '' How shall we
make our boys into real men not ciga
rette smoking tubercular excuses for
men?" This explanation was made by
Mr. Seton in an article called "Boy
Scouts in America" which was publish
ed in the Outlook for August 1910.
The work was begun in 1898 and
there were several clubs formed by
1901 the idea being to give boys "some

to

should bring two blankets but no fire
arms, matches, tobacco or whisky. No
one replied to his invitation, but all
seemed sulky and suspicious. He re
peated the invitation and still

there

was no reply. Finally he asked each
boy individually if he wanted to comi

and each one nodded his head. They
were to come on Friday at four o 'clock.

Friday came and four o 'clock, but no
boys. Quarter after four and still no

boys. Mr. Moale said, "I told you so",
and Mr. Seton was getting discouraged.
At half after four they heard an awful
shout and forty-two boys dashed into
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the Indian village—twelve

were in

made a fine chief and in a little while

became one of the best boys.

vited, forty-two came.
Their bashfulness lasted less than ten

minutes, when one boy said, '' Say, mis
ter, kin we hollor ?''
Mr. Seton answered, "Yes, all you
want to."

They hollored. Very soon some one

asked, "Kin we take our clothes off?"
and Mr. Seton answered,
stitch if you like."

"Every

There was a mob of howling savages,

tearing through the woods, jumping in
to the lake, pelting each other with

The motto of the

"Seton Indians"

was '' The best things of the best Indi
ans. ''

The laws forbade rebellion against

council, firearms in camp, smoking,
whiskey, destruction of song birds or
squirrels, breach of game laws, point
ing of weapons at anyone; and made
chivalry, kindness, courage and honor
the cardinal virtues.
Of course the
Indians

feathers.

Seton

wanted

explained how the

ate all the food which had been pro
vided to last until Monday at supper.

real Indians got theirs and told
the boys he would make a list of one
hundred exploits which would en

After supper they sat around the fire

title them to a feather. Some of the

and Seton asked if he should tell them
a story.

exploits were to walk four miles in one
hour, or run one hundred yards in
eleven seconds; to light a fire by rub
bing together sticks to measure the
width of a river without crossing it;
to identify twenty-five trees, fifty flow
ers, fifty birds, etc. The fundamental
principle on which he worked was the
boys' love of glory.
In 1904, he took the movement to
England and in 1906 Sir Robert BadenPowell resigned from the army to
take up the work there. In 1908 the
name was changed from "Seton Indi
ans" to "Boy Scouts."

mud and cowering over the fire. They

"Yet bet," they

answered.

"Fire

away.''
He had taken the ideal Indian

Longfellow and Cooper as his

of

model

for the woodcraft movement, so he told

the story of the Indians and the life of
the plains. By eight o'clock every boy
was listening without a word and at

the psychological moment he said,
"Say, fellows, how are we going to do
this camping out—just tumble around
any way, or shall we do it in real In
dian fashion?"

The answer of course was, "Oh, In

jun. You bet your life we're Injuns."
The next thing was to elect a Head
War Chief. The boys chose Mr. Seton,
but he told them that he and Mr.
Moale were to be medicine men and
Mr. Moale were to be medicine men and
that the Head War Chief should be one
of them. Of course there were imme

diately forty-two claimants and he fin
ally said, "Who can lick all others?"
Hank Martin claimed the

with only one boy to

distinction

dispute

In the first four months

of

1910,

eighty four medals were awarded to
Scouts for saving life.
In Kalamazoo, Michigan, a band of
Scouts was organized in October, 1910,
with Mr. Frank S. Ford as Scoutmas

ter. There are now between seventy-five
and eighty Scouts enrolled. They use
the Y. M. C. A. building for meetings,
etc,, although the boys are not neces

sarily members of the Y. M. C. A.
Eleanor Gardner, 1910.

him.

Hank was chosen Head War Chief and

Translation of Horace's Ode 13.

the other boy Second War Chief. Then

Ospring, Bandusia, so clear,
Worthy of wine and roses near,
Where green the grass shines with the
dew,
And birds sing sweetly there for you.

there was a Third War Chief, a Coun

cil of Twelve, the Chief of the Council
Fire, the Chief of the Tally, (Secre
tary) and the Chief of the Wampum
(treasurer.)
Hank Martin was the worst boy in

town but by appealing to his honor he

Tomorrow's kid may you lay low,
Whose budding horns begin to show.

LITERARY
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Soon shall the race of sportive herd

Scrapping.

Cool river's stain with its red blood.

When a fellow butts in, a-lookin' for
fight;
When he starts out to kick and says
nothing is right;
Just give him a smile in return for his

Touched not by the cruel dogstar's heat
You rest the flocks with coolness sweet.

Near you the bullocks tired with work
And wand'ring cattle too do lurk.

cuss—

Keep right on
You too ,a well-known spring shall be
From my song of an ancient tree,
Which stands upon a mighty rock
Where murm'ring waters do not stop.
Ethel Copenhaver, 1912.
A Smile or Two.

George A. Hill, of the United States
Naval Observatory, before leaving on a
trip for the purpose of studying a solar
eclipse, remarked with a sigh: "I have
high hopes for the success of this ex

a-smiling—and

there

won't be no fuss.
For one who would row must

have

some one to rap,

To "row" all alone is not on the map.
So keep the smile going, turn the row
into fun;
Don't scrap, but be lovin', and the bat
tle you've won.

When scrapping's continued it's a hard
thing to mend,
But a charitable silence will win in the
end.

pedition, but think how often the high
est hopes are blasted! Think how many
boys begin their careers with full con
fidence of becoming presidents, gover
nors, or senators at the very least, and

Just by the way of changing the pro
gram, two sailors, recently returned
from a voyage, decided to have dinner
together in a fashionable cafe. They

look what happens to them. A boy, and
he was a bright boy, too, left his fa
ther's farm, near my native town of

scanned the menu carefully.
"Le's stow some o' this consommy",

Elizabeth, New Jersey, and went

to

New York to seek his fortune. None of

said the leader of the adventure to the
waiter.

"What is consommy?"

asked

the

his family seemed to doubt in the least

other sailor.

that his fortune would meet him at the

"It's a Dago word for soup," his ex
perienced shipmate assured him. A few

ferry with a brass hand. But six months
passed without a word from the adven
turous youth. At last, one cold winter
afternoon, his father received this note
scribbled in pencil on an old scrap of
wrapping-paper:
" 'Dear Pa, meet me under the old
bridge tomorrow night after dark.
Bring with you a blanket or a suit of

A young man, a great lover of nat
ure, went to the seashore for a holiday
and, approaching a typical fisherman,

clothes. I have a hat.' "

said:

Cosmopolitan.
The department store clerk was gal
lant and obliging. The lady shopper
was petulant and not to be pleased.

For twenty minutes he unshelved roll
after roll of blankets without arjusing
her purchasing interest. At length she
said: "I don't intend buying anything
—I am only looking for a friend."
"Wait a moment madam," said the
clerk, in his most Hymettan tones,
"'there is one more roll left on

the

shelf. Perhaps your friend is in that."

minutes later the consomme arrived.

"Huh," sneered the ignorant one,
"we been sailin' on soup all our lives
an' didn't know it."

"Ah, my friend, how well you must
know the face of Nature, and know it
in all its moods. Have you ever seen
the sun sinking in such a glare of glory
that it swallows up the horizon with
fire? Have you not seen the mist glid
ing down the hilltop like a spectre?
Have you never," he went on, impassionedly, "seen the moon struggling to
shake off the grip of the ragged, rug
ged storm-cloud?"
"Nope," responded the fisherman.

"I'm on the wagon now."
Everybody's.
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making a man, yet fall far short of
making a good man unless feeling is ac
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derful trinity that with the word'right'
comes pretty close to spelling a work
able ideal of a man. Right thinking,
right feeling, right doing—it is very
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EDITORIAL
Smelling Like A Man.
"Does he smoke"? inquired

one
a
third, says the Record-Herald. "No",
replied the other. "Does he drink"?
"No", again replied the other. "Well,
exclaimed the first, "what on earth
man of another while

discussing

does he do to smell like a man"?

When the writer was a boy in school,
in the days when we had to speak pieces
every Friday afternoon, the teacher once
made him commit a long speech from
the fifth reader, entitled, "Thinking
makes the man". There is not a pass
age from that entire selection now
within the call of memory and has not
been for many years, except the one
quoted, and most of it had very little
meaning for the boy at the time it was
learned, but the main thought that
thinking makes the man has stuck and
has furnished a helpful idea in master
ing many a difficult lesson or in fac
ing some trying situation.
In the course of the years the insuf
ficiency of thinking alone has become
evident and the doing side of life's
meaning recognized. In time too there
has come the conviction that thinking
and doing though they go far toward

un

known not being evidence that they do
not exist—but with these

three

the

world will get along tolerably well.
The writer has also for some

time

held the commonly accepted notion
that except for what we are given by
way of inheritance as a starting point,
all that we think, feel and do has come
about through the use of our senses,
but it was not until reading the little

squib above that any notion of the im
portance of a single sense, and smell at
that, in forming the conception of what
makes a man, ever occured to him.
Right thinking, right feeling, right do
ing and right smelling. Possibly—who
knows ?

Certainly a fifteen minute walk down
the principal street of the city and of
many another city, too, for that mat
ter, is sufficient to make one consider
the new ideal at least, seriously. To
bacco, and lots of it and very cheap
too, and beer and whiskey and what
not, and lots of that, too, and some not
so cheap, all mixed in certain more or
less definite proportions, and consider
ation amounts almost

to

conviction

that smelling is a factor to be reckon
ed with in what goes to make up a
man.

Certainly, too, it seems good to be
linked up to an institution where the
old, well-tested three alone are deem
ed enough to make a man. These are
the factors that are recognized by
psychology, ethics, sociology and the
rest of the curriculum—even

manual

training, the new developer of the
head, the heart and the hand. Here
right thinking, right feeling and right
doing are considered quite enough to
make a man, and it is good to be here,

EDITORIAL

where right smelling, especially, is not
among the factors counted.
But, alas; even here! Judging from
the odors that permeate the halls and
classrooms at times, even here there are
some whose conceptions of what makes
a man seems to have been gathered not
only quite superficially, but very large
ly from the sense of smell.
Right thinking, right feeling, right
doing, right smelling. The writer be
comes silent but not convinced

and

meekly wonders what next?

The Migratory Instinct.
It is possibly a

fortunate
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ings are out of harmony with you be
cause they do not offer you opportun
ity for the best that is in you, the
springtime is a good time to go and
again a good time to feel lucky that
going time comes when the season is
warm and hopeful, and changes on the
whole look bright.
While considering the impulses to
move that come from nature it is also

a pretty good thing to consider that
the actions to which these impulses
lead must take place in a state that
can hardly be thought of as a state of
nature and therefor must be held in

circum

stance that teachers are hired and fired

in the springtime. Not only is it easier
at this time to accept changes of for
tune with good grace, but it. is the time
when moving is directly in accord with
our very being. The sun shines warm
again, the earth becomes green, and all
nature generally takes on new life and
becomes radiant with hope. It is the
time of the year when every plant and
animal feels within itself the stirring
of the new life that is necessary for
the perpetuation of itself and its
species. What is true of plant and an
imal is in this respect true of man also,
and not only is he inclined to be in an
attitude of hope and vigor, but when
he finds himself at tVis time, because
of changes in himself or his surround
ings, out of harmony with his environ
ment, he feels strong within him the
impulse to migrate to other surround
ings.

It is the time when it is easy to be
ambitious for better things and this is

restraint. Man must get his food, shel
ter and clothing, as well as the things
that satisfy his higher needs and am
bitions from association

with

other

men than himself and with due regard
for the needs and ambitions of those

others. The moment he forgets those
others and follows only blindly the im
pulse of self that moment' he will have

trouble in satisfying even himself.
This holds true of the moving impulse
of other natural impulses. It's a
good thing to move, but it's a good
thing also to stick until the move is
considered in all its bearings upon self
and others. No one expects a teacher to
stay in a place at a loss to himself
when another place of profit offers it
self, but neither has the world any

use for the teacher who is in reality
only a professional hobo—who moves
every time the impulse hits him. Some
day it will hit him and knock him out
entirely.

On the whole it's a pretty good time
of the year to go carefully and with a

as true of teachers as of men generally

firm grip on the reins of self. It's easy

and of school boards as of

to get hired, but it's especially easy to
get fired now. It's the world's moving

teachers.

The teacher then who gets fired

may

well consider himself lucky that it
didn't happen in the dead of winter

when fuel is high and ambition is low,
but at the time when ambition is high
and fuel unnecessary. The school board
has as good right to look for

things as has the teacher.

better

Then go,

and wish the board and the school suc
cess.

If you are not fired; that is, if you
are not out of harmony with the sur
roundings, but feel that the surround

time.

Cleaning House.
Speaking of seasons reminds us that

as New Year is the time for

taking

stock so spring is the accepted time for
cleaning house. We give everything a
good brushing and wiping over and
straighten up the pictures on the walls

and rearrange the furniture,
away the worn-out and the

casting
rubbish.

It's a good time too to take an industri-
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ous mental house cleaning. There are
plenty of notions in our brains that
have gotten soiled, covered with cob
webs or actually worn out and of no
further use. The world is going so fast
that new ideas are needed continually
in place of many that were valuable a
short time ago, and in the world's
busy notion factory too many new ones
are daily being produced to leave room
for the broken, dusty and spider-cover

With the opening of

the

training

season for the W. S. N. baseball team

the prospects look brighter than in
any previous year. While some good
men, such as Sowle, catcher, Sanford,
fielder, will be lost much new material
is at hand. The old men who are to be

ed ones. To keep pace with progress
means that we cannot afford to encum

ber our available brain space with rub
bish. Brain rent is getting higher

right along. A good house cleaning and
rearrangement of pictures and furni
ture in the upper story of our own
selves is as essential as cleaning out the
ground floor, of our stores or dwelling
houses.

Sat., May 13, Olivet College, at Kala
mazoo.

Tues., May 16, Hillsdale College at
Kalamazoo.

Sat., May 20, Hope College(?) at
Holland.

Sat., May 27, Lake Forest University

back are Martin, Berger, Reynolds and
Grant, pitchers; Dewey and Damoth,
outfielders; Maltby, Fillinger
and
Snow, infielders.
Among the new men who have re
ported so far are Dornan and Tindall,
pitchers; Bender, Shivel and McCarty,
infielders; and Nutten, Warren, Herrington, Freer and Jackson, outfielders.
Glenn Mayer, who caught for the
Lansing High last year and John Dam
oth will try for the backstop position.
The schedule for this spring is the*

Two or three practice games will be
played with the Kalamazoo League
team and the local High School team
may be taken on for some early prac

hardest ever attempted by a Normal

tice.

team. The following games have been
arranged:—
Wed., April 26, Kalamazoo College

The three games with Kalamazoo
College and the Hillsdale game will be
played on the College Campus. The
others will be played at Riverview

at Kalamazoo.

Fri., April 28,

Albion College,

at

Kalamazoo.

Wed., May 10, Kalamazoo College at
Kalamazoo.

at Kalamazoo.

Wed., May 31, Mich. Agricultural
College at Lansing.
Mon., June 5, Olivet College at Oli
vet.

Fri., June 9, Albion College at Al
bion.

Wed., June 14, Kalamazoo College at
Kalamazoo.

Park.

The basket ball league of the classes
of the Normal school has proved a
great success. The schedule is now

NEWS ARTICLES

completed, the final standing being as
follows:

AVon

Preps

9

Lost

3

Per.

.750

Seniors

6

3

.666

Juniors

5

6

.455

Rurals

1

9

.100

The following are the results of the
games not yet reported.
Preps

35

Rurals

5

Seniors

15

Juniors

21

Juniors

11

Preps

18

Preps

19

Seniors

17

Rurals
Preps

,

8
13
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means of protection from winter cold,
such as houses, barns, and bird homes.
The February birthdays most inter
esting to children were observed on
February 16. Events from the lives and
scenes from their works were portray
ed in tableau, dramatization and story.

A brief account was given by one
of the children of the birthdays cele
brated. The second grade represented a
scene from the home life of the boy
Lincoln. Before the fireplace lay Lin
coln intently reading the Bible; mother
and sisters sat about the room engaged
in the household tasks of paring ap
ples, knitting and spinning while a
child told the story of the hardships of
his early life. A living picture of the
Emancipation Group erected in Boston
was shown while the poem read at the
dedication of the statue was given.

A tableau by the first graders, clad
in heart-bedecked dresses, each holding
a letter in his outstretched hand, pic
tured the helpers of the good St. Val

Preps

15

entine, who had become too feeble to

Juniors

18

Rurals
Seniors

8
21

deliver his own messages of cheer. The
spirit of St. Valentine, as it lives to
day, was illustrated by a little postman
ringing the doorbells of her kindergar
ten friends and bestowing on each the

Juniors
Rurals

14
1

Seniors
Juniors

32
14

Juniors

22

Preps

18

Preps

19

Seniors

9

Preps

34

Rurals

7

NEWS ARTICLES
Training School Assembly.
On February 9 the program was in
charge of the kindergarten and consist

ed of morning greetings, original skips
and illustrations of work they had done
in connection with their study of the

coveted valentine.

Washington's skill in generalship was
made clear in an account by a fourth
grader of his brilliant

move

which

closed with the battle of Trenton.

A

most effective scene was the living
picture of the well known painting by
Leutze of "Washington Crossing the
Delaware."

A dramatization of Lowell's poem
"Yussouf" was given by the seventh
grade following the reading of the
poem.

The third grade chose Hiawatha's
Childhood to represent the scene from
Longfellow most dear to them. While
a child read that selection

from the

poem. Hiawatha played with his rabbit

before the door of the wigwam,

and

beside him stood the old Nokomis. The

picturesque character of the
pleased the children.

program
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Attention Students.
In view of the fact that work on the

same, illustrating the work

of

the

Federal department as done by a large

"Brown and Gold" is already well un

weather station. The lecture

der way, the editors want to let the
student body, the Faculty and the
alumni know something of what they
hope to accomplish this year. As soon
as this important work was put into
their hands they began to look for
ways of making this the best book that
has yet appeared. Realizing the growth

practical and interesting contribution
especially to the work of our own De
partment of Geography.

of the school and the corresponding

broadening of interests, it was decided
to make the "Brown and Gold" a year

book

representative

of

the

entire

school rather than keep the center of
interest in the senior class as hereto

was

a

February 14.—We had four visitors
on this date, two of whom spoke before
the assembly. State Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Mr. Wright, and
Representative Warner were the speak
ers. Representatives Yaple and Walker
did not address the school, but with
Mr. Wright and Mr. Warner spent the
greater part of the morning in looking
over the buildings, and in conference

contributions from as many sources as

with President Waldo. Mr. Wright in
his speech emphasized the need of the

possible and in order to do this they
are putting the opportunity into the

average teacher to get outside of his
text-book, and further emphasized the

students' hands early that they may
get their ideas down on paper.
A contribution box will be placed in
the hall within a few days where all

privilege and the power of the teach
er who possesses both an outwardly
pleasing and inwardly effective person
ality. Mr. Warner, by his every word
showed his belief in the high place of

fore. They want the book to contain

suggestions and contributions—liter
ary, humorous and artistic may be plac
ed. It is the support and the hearty co

the teacher and the need of a liberal

support of educational institutions.

operation of the student body which
will make this a book of which we may

all be justly proud—even as the lack of
it will make it a hopeless failure.
Elizabeth Jones, Editor.

dor.

Assembly Notes.
February 7.—The Reverend H. W.
Gelston's subject of "The New Nation
alism" was an able supplement to the
address of Professor Zueblin of Bos
ton on a similar theme before a recent
commencement audience of our school.

Dr. Gelston's theme was an enlarge

ment on the need of the truly educated
man and woman to keep in touch with

the great thought movements of the
age in which they live. Those who do
so are always insurgents, whether their
individual interests be primarily in
business, politics, religion or what not.

February 10.—Mr. Devereaux, direc
tor of the United States Weather Bu

reau of Milwaukee, and

formerly

February 17.—Miss Wakeman spoke
on the great work that Dr. Grenfel is
doing for the people of Labra

a

teacher in Ypsilanti Normal College,
exhibited an interesting series of lan
tern slides, with comments on the

She

introduced

her

remarks

by an account of an interesting
meeting between Jane Addams of
Hull House, Chicago and Count Tolstoi
of Russia, the purpose of which was
to show that every great reformer
must work in his own way and in
keeping with the needs of the people
with whom he works. This she applied

to the missionary, medical, economic,
and social work of Dr. Grenfel, inters
persing her talk with interesting inci
dents in the life of her subject which
he experienced, while engaged in his
various labors.

State

Normal

School committee visited the

February

24—The

institu-

iton this date. Representatives Ashley

of Detroit, Ewing of Marqette, Glassner of Nashville, Morrison of St.
Johns, Henry of Battle Creek, and Sen
ators Putney of Sanilac County and
Wiggins of Van Buren County made

NEWS ARTICLES
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up the Committee. Both senators, and
Representatives Ashley and Henry
spoke before the assembly which was

Value of Interests
Lucille Fleugel
Story of Sir Humphrey Davy

one of the largest and most enthusiastic
gatherings of the school year. The

Choice of Interests

men's quartet, the Chaminade club, the

—Earl Eaton

Mabel Weaver

Story of the Yellow Fever
—Edwin Koehler

school orchestra, and Miss Van Buskirk

furnished the music for the morning.
Each speaker was encored with good
school yells by the student body led by
Mr. Glenn Sooy.
Representative Ashley recalled his
visit to Kalamazoo when the first ses
sions of the Normal School were held

in the old college building located at

Lovell Street and Michigan Avenue,
and remarked on the rapid growth of
the institution.

Representative Henry expressed his
regrets that the institution was not ori

ginally located in his home city, but
assured his audience of his hearty sup
port of its legitimate wants.

Senator Putney spoke effectively as
well as eloquently on the high calling
of the teacher and what he owes to the

state in return for his training.
Senator AViggins emphasized his be
lief in judicious but liberal investment
even in times of financial stress on the

principle that such investment in educ

ational work means ultimately large re
turns on the money invested.

President Waldo gave a brief

but

convincing statement of the immediate
needs of the institution and of the nec

essity of the legislature's meeting such
needs, particularly at its present stage
of development, by a statistical com
parison of what other states have done

and are doing for normal school

in

Song—My Heart's in the Highlands
—8th Grade

Story of Florence Nightingale
—Gabriella Payne
Reading of Poem "Santa Filomena
Lois Strough
Use of Time

Helen Lemert

Dramatization of "Three Questions"
by Leo Tolstoi—Robert Lay, Horace
Clark, Hubert Harrison, Willis Burdick, Lorence Burdick.

Acting out of Emerson's "Days"
—Girls of 8th Grade

The whole program was presented in
the form of tableaux, the music ex
cepted. It was a moral lesson to older

students on what may be done with lit
tle scenery and modest costume. Every
bit of stage scenery and costume was of
the simplest and yet so suggestive that

the subject of each tableau was clearly
evident. This together with the fact
that it was practically wholly the work
of the children themselves shows

possibilities of the dramatic

tion in the average school of a large
part of elementary school work at in
tervals sufficiently frequent to interest
the most indifferent child.

March 3.—Miss

Balch

February 28.—The Training School
presented the following program:—
I. Part. Tableaux.

Boyhood of Lincoln

2nd Grade

Emancipation Group

8th Grade

Valentines

1st Grade

Washington Crossing the
Delaware

entertained

the assembly with an account of a per
sonal visit to Rome and

struction.

the

presenta

its

environs.

Her descriptions of St. Peter's, the
Vatican, the Forum, the Coliseum, the
Capuchin church, and the
were to the point. She

Catacombs

enlivened

the

description of these historic buildings
with lighter touches

such

as

Rome

asleep at noon, its beggar children div
4th Grade

II. Part.

(In charge of 8th Grade—based upon
work doing in Ethics.)

Song—Stars of the Summer Night
—8th Grade

ing and turning cartwheels for pen
nies, and its aristocracy and its poor
er classes listening to Roman bands be

fore the gates of the city close at sun
set.
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also a list of sources from which

The Book Shelf.

Report of the Michigan State Com

the

information used, was obtained. Math

mission on Industrial Education, De

ematics is often so abstract that

cember 1910. Published by the Com

forget that it is a special language pro
duced as a byproduct of industry and

mission.

Nearly all the works reviewed this
month have in common an attempt to

meet special needs. Never before

has

we

science. We need works of mathemat

ics for various occupations. Some one
will soon work out the mathematics

there been a more consistent effort to

that really belongs

bring the resources of science and cul

school ages.

to

the

various

ture into relation to present definite
problems.

The Nurse in Education, The City
School as a Community Center, The

In this report the members of the

Rural School as a Community Center.

ginning in the study of agricultural

National Society for the Study of Ed
ucation, Ninth Year Book Part II,

and industrial conditions in the state

Tenth Year Book Parts I and II. The

and have shown clearly the next steps
which make for effectiveness. Not only

about 75 pages. Price of each 78 cents,

commission have made an excellent be

superintendents but

teachers

know this document

should

intimately

and

should help to make it known to the
farmers and others directly concerned
in its material. Progress depends upon
shared knowledge and responsibility.

Monroe N. Work, Industrial Work of
Tuskegee Graduates and Former Stu
dents. Institute Press, Tuskegee Insti
tute, Alabama, 1911. 63 pages. A series
of studies on Agricultural Work, the

Trades, Trained Nurses, Offshoots of
Tuskegee Institute, and The Value of
an Industrial Education, which give
the reader an idea of the great work

accomplished in this school and from
which white educators may well learn

to meet more adequately the industri
al and social needs of their race.

Gardner and

Murtland,

Industrial

University of Chicago Press. 1911. Each

postpaid. These are valuable studies
by experts of many of the newer phases
of community education. They will be
most suggestive for teachers' meetings,
parents' associations, women's clubs
and other organizations for extending
educational influences.

Mott and Chubb, Indoors and Out.
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York,
1911. VI x 118 pages. An expert first

grade teacher and our leading author
ity on the teaching of English have
combined to bring out a valuable sup

plementary reader for primary grades
with suggestions as to method of use as
well as special sections upon handwork
and reference books.

John Lovejoy Elliott, Moral Instruc
tion in the Ethical Culture School, New

Arithmetic for Girls' Trade Schools. D.

York

C. Heath and Company, 1911, XIV—
150 pages. Price 50 cents. Not alone the

Union 1415 Locust St., Philadelphia
January and February numbers, 1911.
About 25 pages each. Price 10 cents

trade school workers will find

these

problems useful. Besides the sections

City. The American

Ethical

upon Millinery and Sewing there are
others upon Buying and Selling, Fac

each. These include Illustrative Class
Exercises in the Third and Fourth

tory Sewing, Sample Mounting and
Novelty Work, Incomes, Bills and Receiputs, Textiles, Industrial and Civic

Grades, Suggestions to Teachers, a list

Problems. Under the latter are the fol

of Stories to Tell and references upon

Story-Telling. Those interested in mor

Schools

al education in Michigan will be glad

Needed? Our Public Schools, Children
Who Are Breadwinners, People Who
Cannot Read or Write, Some Modern

to have access to concrete illustrations

lowing

heads:

Industries,

Are

Some

Trade

Early

Industries,

Facts about our Country, Facts about

our Cities, Our Immigrants. There is

showing how Dr. Elliott, one of the
most expert story tellers for this pur
pose, uses his material.
F. A. M.
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J. R. JONES' SONS 8c CO.
KALAMAZOO'S NEW
MEN'S FURNISHING DEPT.
The nearest men's furnishing shop to the Normal School.
A new department—filled to overflowing with new, snappy Ties,
Shirts, Collars, Sweaters, Sox, Underwear, etc.
At the corner of Rose and Main Streets.

We aim to give the same value at a little lower price, or a better
value at the same price.

J. R. JONES' SONS & COoliver

MANUAL TRAINING EQUIPMENT
FIRST:

HEALTH AND SAFETY
THEN COMES

BEAUTY IN DESIGN—DURABILITY—EFFICIENCY—PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION AND EASE OF OPERATION.
"Oliver" Tools Incorporate These Features

The "Oliver" No. S3 Motor Head Speed Lathe as illustrated below, was designed especially for
Manual Training Schools. Educators will find the lathe meets their demand in every feature.
Address Department "E"
Home Office

OLIVER MACHINERY CO.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK, 50 Church St.
SEATTLE, Pacific Building
CHICAGO, 1st. National Bank Building
•

LOS ANGELES, 1125 W. Temple St.

ADDRESS OUR NEAREST OFFICE

"OLIVER" No. 53 Motor Head Speed Lathe
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News Notes

Miss Elsa Speyer is conducting

the

classes in expression for the present.
Dr. McCracken took part in insti

tutes held at Elk Rapids and the '' Soo''
in February.

Miss Pray entertained the domestic
science seniors at an informal tea Sat

urday, February 4.
Lewis A. Shaw spent a week in Feb
ruary as substitute in the Dowagiac
High School in the department of math

What Are Our

Young People Reading
GINN & COMPANY'S LIST OF SUPPLEMENT
ARY READING PUBLICATIONS contains several

hundred volumes of delightful reading from Myth,
Fable, Drama, Story, Nature, History, Biography,
Essay—in fact, every variety of interesting and worth
while subjects.
Some of the books are:

Lisbeth Longfrock—Aanrud.
Hero Stories from American History—
Blaisdell and Ball.

Little Folks of Many Lands—Chance.

ematics.

Lee Omans taught in the Buchanan
High School for three days in February
in the absence of the science instructor.

The Chaminade and Glee Clubs sang

at the chapel on February 24, at which
time several of the members of the leg
islature were present.

On March 2 Mr. Manny spoke be
fore the Twentieth Century Club on
the work of Booker T. Washington.
President Waldo spent March 2 vis
iting the schools at Niles.
Miss Ruth Hendryx a graduate of
the Normal in the kindergarten depart
ment is the Democratic candidate

Stories of the Old World—Church.
Pinocchio—Collodi.

Ways of the Six Footed—Comstock.
Mother Nature's Children—Gould.

Merrie England—Greenwood.
Sea Stories for Wonder Eyes—Hardy.
Lessons for Junior Citizens—Hill.
Wigwam Stories—Judd.

The Open Road Library- Lansing.
Wood Folk Series—Long.
Heidi—Spyri.

Myths of the Red Children—Wilson.
Youths' Companion Series.

Old Indian Legends—Zitkala-Sa.

The Quest of the Four-Leaved Clover—Laboulaye.

Ginn and Company
Publishers
Boston
Atlanta
New York
Dallas
Chicago
London
Columbus
San Francisco

for

county commissioner of schools in Cass
County.
As little girls the students in the kin

dergarten department participated in
a party Monday, March 6. The spirit of
the occasion was carried out in the en
tertainment.

Mr. Manny recently spoke at Tuske
gee Institute and at the Organic School,
Fairhope, Alabama. He has been invit
ed to conduct several

conferences

at

Tuskegee next year.
Mr. Wood of the faculty gave a very

enjoyable talk before the Ladies' Li
brary Association recently on "Irriga
tion".

Mr. Hickey gave an address Feb. 2]
before the Woman's Club of

Grand

Drugs,

Surgical
Instruments,

Physicians'
Supplies,
Sick Room

Appliances.

Ledge on his European travels.

Several young women from the Hast
ings' High School visited the Normal
February 21 accompanied by Mrs. M. E.
Osborne, wife of the superintendent in
that city.
The Art Department represented
different flowers at the Faculty and

Students party given in
mal gymnasium, March 18.

the

Nor

The Colman Drug Co.
Successors to H. G. Colman & Co.

DRUGGISTS
123 West Main Street

Kalamazoo, Michigan
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BOAT -ISRAELS

SCHOOL
PICTURES

TUT TD J> V D

FINE ARTS BLDG.

1 Jl U J\D£iJ\

CHICAGO, ILL.

Opportunities for the
Wide Awake Jewelry Consumer
You will find in our stocks the

Newest and Most Exclusive Designs in Jewelry.

F. W. Hinrichs
Normal Pins,

2 Stores:

-

-

117 South Burdick St.

117 Portage St.
-

40c

Sterling Silver, Roman Finish

Normal Souvenir Spoons,

$1.00 to $2.00

When buying above souvenirs mention this advertisement and we
will give you 10% discount.
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News Notes

Miss Margaret Eldred formerly of
the Normal faculty who is now super

visor of music

in

Hastings

It takes quality to

public

carry the

schools visited the Normal recently.
An informal afternoon party was en

joyed by the students on Washington's

Birthday in the gymnasium. Hughes'

Hershfield Label

orchestra furnished enjoyable music.
Mr. Reinhold of the department of

education gave an interesting talk on
"German Romanticists"

i—>

before a re

cent meeting of the Ladies'

Library
Hart, Schaifner & Marx Clothes

Association.

A series of health talks for the men
and women of the Normal are being

Manhattan Shirts

given every two weeks by physicians in
the city. Drs. Fulkerson, Bernstein and
Noble for the men and

Drs.

Balch,

Stetson Hats

Stone and Bernstein for the women,
have been the lecturers on these occa
sions.

A distinguished educational worker
in the person of Mrs. Katherine Cook,
former superintendent of public in
struction in Colorado is

planning

to

spend several weeks in study at the

H

ERSHFIELD'
121-125 EAST MAIN STREET

s

Normal this spring. The rural school
department is of special interest to |^HSZ5Z5H5H5HSHSESHSH5H5H5HSHHoj
Mrs. Cook.

_.

On several occasions recently musical

organizations in the Normal have con
tributed to programs for assembly. The
Chaminade club, composed of special
music students, and the Men's Glee club
have appeared on several programs to
the enjoyment of the audiences.
For the next popular concert at the
First Congregational church Miss
Davis of the physical training depart
ment will present a program, assisted
by pupils in the training school.

Kodaks

Cameras

geo. Mcdonald

The name of "Junior Seminar" was

decided upon by the Rural Junior Liter
ary society at the last meeting. The pro
gram on this occasion was as follows:
Roll Call—Quotations from Longfellow.

drug company

Secretary's report.

Opening Song—Society.

Reading—Decoration of School Yards
-

—Mabel Jansen.

Solo—Cora Travis.

Reading—Mental Suggestion in the
School-room
Closing Song—Society.
Business meeting.

Alice Dean.

Candies

Box Papers
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Beauty Corsets
Appeal to particular women and are
made in a large variety of styles

$.1
00
* and up

KALAMAZOO CORSET CO.
Exclusive Makers

crt

fjeauty

For Sale by

Best Dealers Everywhere

Kalamazoo Normal Record
Official Organ of the Western State Normal School
Published monthlyduring the school year
Beginning with October, by the Faculty and Students
Subscriptions 50c a year, payable in advance, received at the office of the Normal School
News Notes.

The Normal Literary Society held its
social event of the term on Thursday
night Mar. 2. There was no program

given as the time was taken up by
games, dancing, and serving the re
freshments. The society has had a
very profitable set of programs this
term; this is largely due to the program
committee. At the next and last meet

ing of the term the society will elect
their officers for the ensuing term.
The young ladies of the art depart
ment accompanied by Miss Goldsworthy went to Battle Creek, March 11.
They viewed the exhibit of mural dec
orations in the High School, by Harry
Gage, the museum in connection with
the Postum Cereal Co. and other points
of interest.

On the afternoon of Feb. 14 the critic

and practice teachers enjoyed a valen
tine party. The rotunda and library
were profusely decorated with hearts.

In the receiving line were Miss Densmore, Miss Sidenius, Miss Youngs, Ar
thur Cross, B. "W. Storer and Carl Rolfe.
Music and games were enjoyed and
each guest received a valentine. Re

freshments were served in the library.
The bulletin for the summer

term

will be issued this month, much of the
material already being in the hands of
the publishers. An attractive design for
the cover is the work of Clarence Van

Kammen and suggests the character of
the Normal group of buildings with a
setting of oak leaves. In the bulletin
will be details of courses to be offered

during the summer session which will
open June 26, announcements of the
summer lecturers and other
tion.

informa

An announcement of interest to form

er and present students in the Normal

is the engagement of Frank "Walsh to
Miss Garnet Warren of Rock Island,
Illinois. Mr. Walsh is assisting in the
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News Notes.

manual training department

of

Popular Priced

the

Rock Island schools. No date has been

set for the wedding.

On Friday, Feb. 24, two members of
the senate and four members of the
house made an official visit to the Nor

mal and several of the guests addressed
the student body in morning assembly.
At noon the young women of
the
domestic
science
department
served luncheon for the visitors and
a few members of the faculty in the

training school dining room. A visit
to the Asylum was made in the after
noon. The guests were Senators Wig
gins and Putney of Van Buren and
Sanilac county respectively, and Repre
sentatives Ashley, Detroit; Ewing, Mar
quette; Glassner, Nashville; Morrison,
St. Johns, and Henry, Battle Creek.
Miss Mulry was chairman of the com
mittee in charge of the enjoyable party,
March 18. Different groups of students
under the supervision of their instruc
tors represented various features of a

Loose Leaf Note Books
II We are now prepared to furnish a note
book built on the popular Loose Leaf
principle, also combining practical con
struction with low price.

^ The new book is furnished with patent
removable rings, has stiff cloth corners with
paper labels. It is simple and durable, is
made in all sizes of uniform style, both
side and ends open—ruled or unruled.

^jlt has many other merits, in fact we
Know of no other book that will meet so

fully with the approval of Students. See them
At Our Store.
Price, 25c each.

Beecher, Kymer & Patterson
122 South Burdick St.

pageant which was a unique part of the
evening's entertainment. All of the
students were in costume.

Under the

direction of Mr. Jones of the

faculty

an

entertaining

English

play

was

C. E. BURLEIGH
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN

presented. Fischer's orchestra furnished
the musical program.

The Seminar Society due to the ef
HH

forts of President Tannis and the pro

gram committee,

has been enjoying

some excellent meetings during

the

present term. The interest increases
with each meeting.

The following program was enjoyed
on March 17.
Seminar
Miss Fox
Miss Vanderbilt
Miss Andrews

Song
Current Events

Reading
Recitation
Debate—Resolved

that

the

U.

S.

Navy be strengthened.
Aff.—Misses Hurdell, Martin.

Manual Training and
Domestic Science Equipment
WRITE for prices on Cooking, Dress

making,
Kindergarten Tables,
Whittling Trays and Cabinets, Whittling
Wood.

Neg.—Misses Parks, Coleman.
Violin Solo
Talk

Reading
Piano Solo
Recitation
Critic's Report.

Reading of Program.

Mr. Tannis
Miss Clark

HH

Miss Arnold
Miss Klooster
Miss Brenner

References: Western State Normal School, Kala
mazoo Public Schools, also Jackson, Flint, Owosso,
Albion, Benton Harbor, Gwinn schools.
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HOMES
That satisfy your
artistic sensibilities,
Homes

that

are

best built,
Homes

that have

every convenience,
Homes that are the

best in quality but
low in price,
Homes that you
can buy with or
without payment
down, and pay for
' 'Just like Renting.''
That's the kind of
home YOU want—
It's the kind of home

THAT

HAYS
SELLS

Ask him!

One of Our Beautiful "Homes Built for You to Live In" at 514 Terrace Place.

Phone 112

101-2-3-4-5-6

PRATT

SIZE

UP

THIS

BUILDING

BENCH

AND IT'S JUST AS GOOD AS IT LOOKS

Designed especially for the

Manual Training Department,
Grand Rapids High School.
Proving immensely popular
wherever used and considered

the most compact and useful
double bench made.

Cabinet and legs have varnish
finish.

Top is oiled.

All

selected air and kiln-dried stock.

Built by skilled workmen.
boy labor.

No

Built to stand wear

and tear and guaranteed to
No. 44

JHL

give satisfaction.

32 in. high, 54 in. long, 29 1-2 in. wide, with a 9 in. glued-up maple top
Write today for finely ihV.trated Catalog, Prices, Discounts, Etc.

GRAND RAPIDS HAND SCREW CO.
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF MANUAL TRAINING BENCHES IN THE WORLD

634 NORTH FRONT ST.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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News Notes.

The next month will see one of the
most brilliant social events of the

school year in the Normal. It will be
the junior reception to the seniors on
Saturday evening, April 15. Commit

Wm. O.HARLOW

tees are at work on the decorations for
this event for which Fischer's orches
tra will furnish music. Miss Amelia Up

john is general chairman of the

com

EVERYTHING

mittees.

The Amphictyon society, in accord

IN

ance with its aim to be known as a so

ciety of current events has interested
itself in the strike at

Corset Company. Each

the

SPORTING

Kalamazoo

girl

was

re

quested to interview some of the strik

GOODS

ers or employes before discussing the
subject. The following program was
presented Monday evening, March 6 :
Song—Society.

111 S. ROSE STREET

Roll Call—Current Events.
Piano Solo—Lucille Scheid.

Informal discussion of the strike led by
—Miss Nellie Bek.

Reading—Hazel Stace.
Song—Society.
A SMILE OR TWO.

A teacher in a New England gram

mar school found the subjoined facts in
a composition on Longfellow the poet,
written by a fifteen-year-old girl:

THE YATES-FISHER
EACHERS' AGENCY
Paul Yates, Manager

246 Michigan Avenue, Chicago

"Henry W. Longfellow was born in
Portland, Maine, while his parents were

We have placed a great many graduates

traveling in Europe. He had many fast

of the Michigan State Normal Schools in
both high school and grade positions. As
we operate all over the United States you

friends, among whom the fastest were
Phoebe and Alice Carey."
The victim of the dentist held up his
hand. "Doctor," said he, "before you

put the lid on my conversation,
you answer another question ?''

will have a wide range of choice if you be
come a member of our agency. Give us
a trial and see what we can do for you.

will

"Yes", said the dentist, selecting a

square piece of rubber and snipping it
with his scissors.

"Do people chew more on one side
of the mouth than the other?"

"Certainly", said the dentist, pick

AO',

D^^ito Effective, Economical

iMgll X OSl Grammar School Reading

Elson Grammar School Readers
Manuals Free to the Teacher

ing up the clamps.

"How interesting. Which side?"
"The inside," replied the dentist, as
he slipped the rubber dam over the ver
bal one that issued from the patient's
lips.

Scott, Foresman & Co.
Chicago and New York

